Yamarin Cross 54 Bow
Rider

Yamarin Cross - look
out for adventures
ahead!
A Yamarin Cross is always ready to take you on an
adventure, whether it's a summer trip to a nearby island,
a day of high speed water sports - or gliding quietly along
with your shing lines out. Whatever your choice, no
other boat will deliver better handling and performance,
while the sleek, sturdy hull guarantees a relaxing,
comfortable ride for everyone.
Now a highly regarded international boat brand, Yamarin
is proud to be a part of Yamaha Motor Europe N.V. This
exciting partnership enables us to work closely together
to develop and create ever more innovative products.
Yamarin Cross. Made for relaxing together with family
and friends.

BayStar hydraulic steering
Two Yamaha LAN multi-function
meters
Door between consoles
O shore seats and cushions
2 secure stowages with a single (Abloy)
key-lock
Integrated navigation lights

Yamarin Cross 54 Bow
Rider
Yamarin Cross - look out for adventures
ahead!
When you're looking for a really practical family boat, the comfort, convenience and safety of our 54
Bow Rider, with its sheltered open space and high freeboard, makes your choice easy!
This very capable, solid-feeling boat easily accommodates up to six passengers and the deck area is
spacious enough to carry a surprising amount of stores and goods. Thanks to the user-friendly
design of the tread areas, boarding and disembarking is just as easy as moving between bow and
stern.
The sleek, strong hull has been tried and tested in professional use and the 54 Bow Rider is a
sparkling performer when paired with a Yamaha engine of up to 70 hp.
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Practical family table
The open deck space features a sociable
and practical table arrangement when
required.

Class-leading storage capacity
Not only ample storage under the aft
bench, but a huge 280-litre storage space

The unusual size of the deck surface area

under the oor and a large, one-section

provides the best passenger space in this

aft storage compartment.

category.

Great visibility and protection

Extra bench option

The specially designed windshield provides

A handy extra bench for the open bow

protection and great visibility, without

space is available as an optional

optical distortion. The consoles, handrails

accessory.

and windows are comfortingly tough and
sturdy.
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Large deck area
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Boat speci cations
Length
Hull length
Beam
Dry weight
No. of persons
Fuel capacity
Power Range kW (hp)
Transom
CE Design Certi cation
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5280 m
5280
2.090 m
585kg
6
62L
5070hp
Long
C
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All information in this catalogue is given for general guidance only and is subject to change without prior
notice. Photographs may show boats being driven by professionals and no recommendation or guidance
in respect of safe operation or style of use is intended or implied by the publication of these images.
Always respect the local maritime regulations. Always wear the recommended personal oatation
device and safety equipment when boating.
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